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David Hume was a controversial figure. He was denounced as a “sceptic,” a “rebel,” and an “atheist.” But 
his work was also extremely influential and it earned him praise from important figures succeeding 
him. Immanuel Kant claimed that Hume “woke him from his dogmatic slumber,” Jeremy Bentham 
claims that, after reading Hume, he “felt as if scales had fallen from [his] eyes,” and Mary Shepard 
judges Hume’s work to have “boldness and novelty” as well as “lightness and grace.” What makes 
Hume’s ideas so controversial and yet so important? And how did Hume manage to stay out of trouble 
given the controversy abut his views.  
 This class focuses on Hume’s Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding and his Dialogues 
Concerning Natural Religion.  We will read these works along with some of Hume’s other writings, with 
contemporary scholarship, and with contemporary perspectives on problems posed by Hume’s 
account. Questions we will discuss include the following: can science give us certainty?  what does 
causal knowledge consist in? what gives us our sense of self? when can we trust others’ testimony? 
how do human minds differ from the minds of other animals? do human beings have free will? can 
religious belief be rational? 
 This class fulfills the Epistemology requirement for the philosophy major. Many topics we will 
discuss in PHIL 244 are discussed from a different point of view in another philosophy class taught 
this semester: Ravi Sharma’s PHIL 234 – Metaphysics. We will aim to link our classes and bring them 
together for joint sessions on a few occasions during the semester.  

Meetings: Tuesdays and Thursdays 2:50PM-4:05PM in the philosophy house seminar room at 11 
Louden Street (see also the schedule below). 

My email: wdeimling@clarku.edu. 

Office hours: Mondays and Wednesdays 4:15-5:30PM and by appointment. 

Readings 

Hume, David. An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding. Eric Sternberg (editor). Indianapolis, Hackett, 
1993. 

Hume David. Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion. Richard H. Popkin (editor). Indianapolis, Hackett, 
1998.  

Assignments 

Short reading responses. They will be assigned every 2-3 weeks (see the schedule). You can skip 1 out of 6 
responses. If you turn in more than the required number of responses, I will drop your lowest reading 
response grade. The discussion should pick up on something of interest to you in the reading for the 
upcoming class session. You could, for example, raise a question about the text and provide a possible 
answer, provide a reading of a difficult passage in Hume, point out a problem with an argument Hume 
is making, propose an interesting supporting example or a counterexample, suggest an alternative 
argument or a modification of Hume’s theory, agree or disagree with a reading provided in the 
secondary literature, or take a side in a scholarly debate…The papers should be around 500 words, i.e. 
about 2 pages. Please bring a hardcopy to class on the days that list a reading response on the schedule 
below.  
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Final paper. The final paper should explore a question and develop an argument in depth. Topics will be 
handed out but you may write on your own topic given prior approval.  The paper should be around 
2500 words, i.e. about 8 pages. It is due by email at noon on May 8th.  

Late paper policy. For every class day (Mo-Fr) that a paper is late a third of a letter grade will be 
deducted. 

Academic Integrity. Simply expressed, it requires that work presented must be wholly one’s own and 
unique to that course. All direct quotations must be identified by source. Academic integrity can be 
violated in many ways: for example, by submitting someone else’s paper as one’s own; cheating on an 
exam; submitting one paper to more than one class; copying a computer program; altering data in an 
experiment; or quoting published material without proper citation of references or sources. Attempts 
to alter an official academic record will also be treated as violations of academic integrity. 

Attendance. Attendance is a required part of class and you should aim to attend every class. There are 
of course circumstances where you have to miss a class for legitimate reasons including illness, family 
emergencies, religious holidays, and athletic events. If you have to miss a class, please notify me as 
soon as you can foresee that you will be absent. If you have more than two unexcused absences, your 
class grade will be lowered by a third of a letter grade for each additional unexcused absence (for 
example, with your second unexcused absence an A- would become B+, or a B would become B-). 

Evaluation  

bi-weekly reading responses      50% (10% each/five total) 
final paper        40% 
in-class participation       10% 

Credit hours at Clark 

Effort and commitment during your college career are measured in credit units and credit hours. The 
way these are calculated is complex and has mainly institutional reasons. At many colleges one credit 
unit is equivalent to three credit hours. And one credit hour is equivalent to one hour in-class time and 
two hours preparing outside of class. That means you are working about nine hours per week on a class 
that is worth one credit unit. Clark adopts a slightly different system to emphasize self-directed study, 
taking work outside the class room etc. One credit unit at Clark is equivalent to four (instead of three) 
credit hours. That means you will be working an additional three ours per week and credit unit: you 
will on average be spending twelve instead of nine hours per week on a one-credit-unit class. Since 
classes run for about fifteen weeks that adds up to 180 hours of total work for one class with one credit 
unit at Clark. The way you will be spending this time in PHIL 244 is roughly as follows. 

You will do a careful reading of the text before the session for which it is assigned on the schedule. 
While working through the theories and arguments, you should formulate questions and reactions you 
have and bring them to class. You will also prepare you weekly short papers. Generally you should 
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expect that for every hour in class you spend roughly two additional hours preparing: (3 hours of 
meeting time + 6 hours of prep time) x 14 weeks = 126 hours. 

You will put in additional time doing research, organizing thoughts, and finally writing for your 
reading responses and for your final paper. You will likely spend at least three hours on each reading 
response (3 hours x 5 reading responses = 15 hours) and up to 30 hours on your final paper. 126 hours + 
45 hours of work on your assignments = 171 hours. 

Finally, philosophy is about argument and discussion! I hope that you spend a fair bit of time 
discussing the material in a less official setting outside of class. We will try to have a few meetings 
outside of class. But discussion can also be in office hours, while working together with others, or over 
coffee/dinner. Plan to spend at least another 9 hours or so in dialog: 171  hours + 9 hours of 
philosophical socializing = 180 hours.  
  

LEEP Learning Outcomes 

PHIL 244 seeks to convey the following. 

Knowledge of the Natural World and Human Cultures and Societies—including foundational disciplinary 
knowledge and the ability to employ different ways of knowing the world in its many dimensions.  

Intellectual and Practical Skills—including inquiry and analysis, the generation and evaluation of evidence 
and argument, critical and creative thinking, written and oral communication, quantitative literacy, 
information literacy, teamwork and problem solving.  

Ability to Integrate Knowledge and Skills—including synthesis and advanced accomplishment across 
general and specialized studies, bridging disciplinary and interdisciplinary thinking, and connecting 
the classroom and the world.  

Students with Disabilities 

Clark University is committed to providing students with documented disabilities equal access to all 
university programs and facilities. If you have or think you have a disability and require academic 
accommodations, you must register with Student Accessibility Services (SAS), which is located in room 
430 on the fourth floor of the Goddard Library.  You can contact SAS by phone 508-798-4368 or by email 
accessibilityservices@clarku.edu. If you are registered with SAS, and qualify for accommodations that 
you would like to utilize in this course, please request those accommodations through SAS in a timely 
manner. 

Notice to students: Faculty Members are “Responsible Employees” 
  
This notice is to inform you that the Faculty member(s) and Teaching Assistant(s) associated with this 
course are considered “Responsible Employees” by Clark University. As such, they are required to report 
all alleged sexual offenses to the University’s Title IX Coordinator, Lynn Levey, llevey@clarku.edu. The 
only exceptions to this reporting responsibility are the community members who have been 
designated and/or trained as “Confidential” Sources.  This includes the professional staff in Clark’s 
Center for Counseling and Personal Growth and the medical providers at the Health Center. 

mailto:accessibilityservices@clarku.edu
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Disclaimer 

The instructor reserves the right to make changes to any information contained in this syllabus at any 
time during the semester.  Changes will be announced, and an updated version of the syllabus will be 
posted on Moodle and/or distributed to students. 

Schedule 

week 1 
01/18, Thursday  Introduction  

week 2 
01/22, Monday Who was David Hume? “My Own Life” (On Moodle), Section 1: Of the Different 
Species of Philosophy, Treatise: Introduction (On Moodle) 
01/25, Thursday Section 2: The Origin of Ideas (readings, if not otherwise marked, are from the Enquiry 
Concerning Human Understanding), Section 3: The Association of Ideas, *reading response due* 

week 3 
01/29, Monday Section 4: Sceptical Doubts Concerning the Operations of the Understanding 
02/01, Thursday Section 5: Sceptical Solution of these Doubts, Section 6: Of Probability 

week 4 
02/05, Monday Galen Strawson about Hume on causation (on Moodle) 
02/08, Thursday Helen Beebee about Hume on causation (on Moodle), *reading response due* 

week 5 
02/12, Monday Mary Shepherd: An Essay on the Relation of Cause and Effect, Chapter 2, Section 2 (on 
Moodle) 
02/15, Thursday Section 7: Of the Idea of Necessary Connection 

week 6 
02/19, Monday  Section 8: Of Liberty and Necessity 
02/23, Thursday *no class* prepare for debate about Humean Compatibilism next class 

week 7 
02/26, Monday Helen Beebee and Alfred Mele on Humean Compatibilism (on Moodle), Section 9: Of 
The Reason of Animals, *reading response due* 
03/01, Thursday Section 10: Of Miracles 

*SPRING BREAK* 

week 8 
joint session PHIL 234 and PHIL 244: miracles –  details TBA 

week 9 
03/19, Monday Section 11: Of a Particular Providence and of a Future State 
03/22, Thursday Section 12: Of the Academical or Skeptical Philosophy *reading response due* 
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week 10 
03/26, Monday Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion, Part I & II 
03/29, Thursday Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion, Parts III & IV 

week 11 
04/02, Monday Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion, Parts V, VI & VII 
04/05, Thursday Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion, Parts VIII, IX & X *reading response due* 

week 12 
interlude/ joint session PHIL 234 and PHIL 244: personal identity –  details TBA 

week 13 
04/16 Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion, Parts XI & XII 
04/19, Thursday *no class* work on selecting final paper topic 

week 14 
04/23, Monday Was Hume an Atheist? – Shane Andre and Beryl Logan 
04/26, Thursday “Of the Immortality of the Soul” & “Of Suicide” *reading response due* 

week 15 
04/30, Monday OPEN 

*final paper due on May 8th*


